ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
AUTOMATION
Ready for a better alternative to expensive and labor-intensive,
paper-based processes? AP Automation eliminates manual
processes and reduces costs by 80%, all while generating
revenue on AP spend through virtual card rebates.

CHOICE & FLEXIBILITY
Automate as much of your
process as you want, keeping
what works and reshaping what
doesn't - our solution integrates
with ANY ERP or accounting
system.

SPEED & EFFICIENCY
Save money and pay your
vendors on time and more
efficiently with multiple ePayable
options to choose from.

LOWER COSTS
Lower costs with our advanced
vendor portal that allows your
vendors to select their preferred
payment method - drastically
reducing your amount of checks
and generating revenue on
vCard spend

CONVENIENCE
Let our remittance portal solution
eliminate payment questions
from payees and notify them
directly when they are paid.

CONNECTION TO ANY
BANK
Securely connect to any
financial institution — no more
logging on to multiple bank
accounts to process different
ePayment transactions.
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Accounts Payable
Simplified

Payments Workflow
2

1

Payment file is
integrated into our 200+
Vendor Marketplace.

3

AP File is produced from
your accounting
platform

4

File is disbursed to bank
via preferred payment
method

6

Money is disbursed via
payment method
selected (ACH, Wire,
Check, vCard)

5

We build a custom GL
report and distribute it

We will email remittance
information to your
vendors

7

Monthly Rebate is
disbursed

99.9% satisfaction rating
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PAYMENTS
BREAKDOWN AFTER
AUTOMATION
Check
10%

Virtual Card
25%

ACH
65%

Virtual Card Facts

Most secure
payment
method

Most compliant
payment
method

Fastest growing
payment
method

The only revenue
generating
payment type

Over the next three years B2B Virtual
Card payments are expected to grow by
90% - Generating $10 billion in rebates

Automate in less
than 45 days

Works with any ERP or
accounting system

Our team handles
enrollment

Free your AP
deparment
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